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National Semi. DG DGF TI 16bit. N JC MC68HC05B16 EP12DS tuner. CXKM smd. NJC or JC TDA
x 2. NJC JC NLC or LC D TI 16bit? TDAQ x 2. TI 16 bit? TDA x 4. CD-6 MP3. CDR CDR N. CD
NAV. MD MD N. EP12DS only tuner. EP32S only tuner. CCRV or V DVD MP3. NO TDA
MC68HC05B16 or TDAB x 2. FIS M smd. SRT 22 DM Sweet upgrade. Disclosure : This post
contains affiliate links, which means that if you click a product link and buy anything from the
merchant Amazon, eBay, etc. The price you pay remains the same, affiliate link or not. There are
no screws; just use a plastic scraper to pull UP. That's the white thingy in the picture below.
There are different types, follow the Metra instructions! This step is iterative Install the bracket
where you think make sense, then install the front dash panel to see if the head unit fit nicely
into the cutout. Probably not, so make small adjustment to the bracket and check again. Repeat
this until you're satisfied with the location of the radio! The radio and the vehicle have a bunch
of wiresâ€¦ The idea is to connect the radio wires to the vehicle wires in a specific way. For
example, we must match the front-left speaker wire of the radio to the front-left speaker wire of
the vehicle. To guide us, each wire has a unique color. Use the following table to make the
appropriate connections:. To enable the watch-drive-and-die feature and enable all settings ,
this microbypass can be installed: amzn. How to install the microbypass: youtu. To connect the
wires from the Metra kit to the radio, use crimp caps:. Use a plastic scraper to pry it off.
Disconnect the AUX jack. It's tight in there. We had to remove some plastic parts and use lot's
of patience and dexterity. Good luck! We made it! Now plug the USB cables into the radio. We
really dig it, it looks just like a factory install! We first installed a Joying Android radio and used
it for two years. After two years, the defects grew on us and we finally decided to upgrade. Once
again, this proves buying cheap chinese products is just not worth it in the long runâ€¦. This
post has been very helpful as I have just upgraded my radio in the same manor. I have order the
identical speakers for door replacement and for headliner install. Big improvement with just the
radio upgrade already. I had one questionâ€¦ my metra bezel that allows the new radio to fit
does not seem to fit as in place and continues to pop out at the bottom. Nothing is blocking my
way but the plastic clips that they give do not seem to fit completely into the dash clips and
thus does not seem to hold it in place. Did you have any issues with that? I have purchased
wiring diagrams from you in the past. There are extra wires on the harness, car speed signal
input, reverse gear signal input, system remote control and a long green parking brake wire. My
question is do these wires get connected to anything? I updated mine too. The factory screen
was left in the dash for backup but the clock went back to the time the vehicle was
manufactured. Is there any way to adjust that date and time display after replacing the factory
radio? Just wired my Pioneer head unit, minor correction: the Metra harness does not have a
pink wire, instead use the red wire. And the handbrake switch is easy to do too once you fish
the cable for the speed sensor signal. I have seen others adding 10inch screens. The issue I
have with the smaller screen is glare. Most the time so much glare with smaller screen cant see
anuthing. Hi Faroutride! Do you thing that the factory harness are already for all OEM radio
option? You saw the factory harness and connectors so, by memory, is there any unused
connections? How did you get the backup camera to show up on the head unit as that factory
setup only has it come through the rear view mirror? I actually managed to pull it off today. I
spliced into the rear view mirror wires and cut the end off an old RCA cable and it worked great!
Andrew, nice work! Where did you splice into the rear view camera wires? My van also has the
factory camera display in the mirror. We are in the process of converting our radio on our
transit. Did your radio controls on your steering wheel still work after the upgrade? Been
following your website and have been beyond impressed! Thank you! So I have a question
about the metra panelâ€¦ does the radio screen in your opinion sit back far enough to be
blocked by the vent from the drivers point of view? We bought this same unit for our van. Are
you still having the Bluetooth dropping out issues? Can you elaborate at all on how you routed

the USB cables specifically, what plastic you had to cut out? Cause the radius is too tight to
pass the rigid part of the USB cable. Sorry, no pic. I remember you have to get angry at some
point, then it works. Haha I pried off the climate control panel cover and then it was a bit easier
to route the cable â€” no cutting required. Hello Antoine, your site is amazing and inspiring.
Thank you for so thoroughly documenting your planning decisions, choices and costs. I will be
purchasing a Transit HR in a few days. Have you tried installing a firmware update? Is there one
available? Nothing to inspire confidenceâ€¦. Amazon store page says the vehicle chimes will no
longer work with this install, is that true in your experience? This lifestyle may not be for you.
Then again if you have enough money to slowly turn your van into a moving apartment but
where will you fit the treadmill? We needed to unplugged a bit. So here we are visiting friends,
family, finishing the van while we live in it. This website generates some revenue by referring
products that we installed and tested in our van. How neat is that??!! So, Declane, the internet
might not be for you. Anyway, cheers mate!!! This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Time Spent. Total Cost. Get A Van! Transit vs Sprinter vs
ProMaster. Metra G Installation Manual. Buy on Amazon. Use the screws provided in the kit. A
carpenter knife will do just fine. There are no screws, it just snaps there. We did it!! Huh wait; no
we didn't Keep reading! Part B: Wiring the new radio. Then install and secure it to the panel
using the provided plastic nut:. That's it! But there is still room for improvement:. Ford Transit
Front Speakers Upgrade. Coming soon! On Second Thought And other minors bugs. The
interface is streamlined to minimize distraction, without loosing too much features. We're just
getting started. Our Story. Product Reviews. Nice To Meet You. Thanks for a great post. Thanks
for your insight! I just bought the same setup for the I just purchased. The driver can see the
screen, no problem! Good luck!! Nothing to inspire confidenceâ€¦ Reply. Ours are still working!
Does the factory AUX input jack still work? And your first blog post isâ€¦ replacing your radio?
Leave a Comment Cancel reply Comment Name. Flagship In-Dash Multimedia Receiver with 6.
We have made a significant investment in specialized test equipment that allows us to perform
accurate troubleshooting on your factory radio, and OEM audio system. Got a disc, or discs
jammed in your CD player or in-dash CD changer? Is you factory radio not making any noise?
We are here to help! Not matter what the problem is with your factory radio or audio system, we
can diagnose the problem and provide you with the best solution to get you back on the road.
Our trained staff can not only troubleshoot your problems, but provide the removal and
installation of any factory radio components you may need. Audio Express is your go to shop in
the Richmond, VA area for all of your car audio and vehicle accessory needs. We have serviced
thousands of vehicles over the past four decades, and with our experienced staff, your vehicle
will be in safe hands. We can repair almost every brand of car audio, even antique radios for
classics, muscle cars, and restorations. All of our repairs are backed by a one-year warranty.
Remember those??? Contact us today, and we will guide you through the process step by step
to get you back on the road quickly. On most vehicles, we have the option to replace your
current, outdated factory radio with a brand new aftermarket system that will provide the latest
technology, and drastically improve your sound quality. We can help you ditch the antique and
upgrade to one of our modern units that have the features you really want, and some you may
not even be aware of such as Bluetooth hands-free and audio streaming, GPS navigation,
smartphone connectivity, and backup cameras. Rest assured knowing we utilize vehicle
specific, and top quality parts to ensure a perfect fit and finish backed by a lifetime installation
guarantee. While these are just a few of the available solutions and options we provide, we also
provide many more specific solutions that will meet your needs. Contact us today and our
experts will guide you through the best solution your vehicle, and your lifestyle. Troubleshoot
Having problems with your factory radio? Our experts can help troubleshoot any issues in any
vehicle. Replacement In select vehicles, we can replace your outdated factory radio with a new
replacement stereo with all the latest features. Troubleshoot Factory Radio We have made a
significant investment in specialized test equipment that allows us to perform accurate
troubleshooting on your factory radio, and OEM audio system. Aftermarket Replacement On
most vehicles, we have the option to replace your current, outdated factory radio with a brand
new aftermarket system that will provide the latest technology, and drastically improve your
sound quality. Customer Service Our customers are our number one priority. Our core values
are honesty, integrity, quality craftsmanship, and excellence in customer service before, and
after the sale. View Cart 0. View Wishlist 0. Toggle navigation Menu. Original Factory Radios.
They match the interior look and illumination. They are less likely to be stolen and maintain your
car's value. Your Factory Stereo system may have a separate CD changer and steering controls
that will be useless if replaced with an after-market unit. Acura Factory Radio. Audi Factory
Radio. Bmw Factory Radio. Buick Factory Radio. Cadillac Factory Radio. Chevrolet Factory
Radio. Chrysler Factory Radio. Dodge Factory Radio. Ford Factory Radio. Gmc Factory Radio.

Honda Factory Radio. Hummer Factory Radio. Hyundai Factory Radio. Infiniti Factory Radio.
Isuzu Factory Radio. Jeep Factory Radio. Lamborghini Radio. Land Rover Factory Radio. Lexus
Factory Radio. Lincoln Factory Radio. Mercedes Factory Radio. Mercury Factory Radio. Mini C
Factory Radio. Nissan Factory Radio. Oldsmobile Radio. Pontiac Factory Radio. Saab Factory
Radio. Scion Factory Radio. Toyota Factory Radio. Volvo Factory Radio. All Rights Reserved.
View wishlist Shopping Cart: 0 Items. Your shopping cart is currently empty. Close Checkout.
View cart Your Wishlist: 0 Items. Your wish list is currently empty. Close Move all to Cart. Please
use the Application Guide below to locate the Model Number that works with your vehicle and
then select that model number from the drop down window above the Ad to Cart button. Change
channels, browse categories, see artist, song info and more all on the factory radio screen.
Below is a compatibility guide showing the kits that work with specific vehicle year, make and
model. These kits
2009 ford f150
bmw 325i 2006 battery
buick rendezvous power steering fluid
will use the Factory USB port in the vehicle. Often this port is below the stereo or in the center
console. You can still hide the wires with this option but there will be a single cable connected
to the USB port. Presets Preset 36 of your favorite stations for easy and quick selection.
Channel and category browsing Quickly browse all your channels using your factory radio
controls. You can conveniently browse by channels, category, or presets to find your favorite
channels. SAT emulation only. Title display is only available if your radio supports text display.
Featured Product. Shop Now. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:.
Add to Cart. Use steerwheel and factory controls to change channels and browse categories.
Use the drop downs below to find your vehicle. Compatibility Below is a compatibility guide
showing the kits that work with specific vehicle year, make and model. Related Products. Learn
More Add to cart. Learn More Options. Customers Also Viewed.

